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V&C-Hero-Tribute
Due to her extraordinary
victory over unrighteousness and malice we nominate courier Andrea C.
(24) from Germany as a
V&C-Heroine.
What she reports in the editorial is such a different
dimension compared to the
cheap “no thanks” of certain V&C-critics who regard us as a mere defensive moaner and the V&C as
a tame protest-paper. The
less such people accomplish, the more they usually
demand positive news and
victory reports. Of course
we want this too. Therefore
go ahead yourselves all
you critics, win victories
and let us know. We’d love
to publish them! However
mere braggers don’t do
such things, do they? They
rather ignore that even
God began with “Let there
be light” before he separated the upper waters from
the lower waters.
Apropos “upper waters”:
a nice image of heroines
likes Andrea C., gaining
victories “in divine power”
while the lower waters, like
these loudmouths for instance, only part from
others
in
contempt.
Heartfelt congratulations,
Andrea, your God is impressive!
Ivo Sasek

Victory of the New World
ac. A few months ago I
worked as a therapist in a
retirment home of the German Red Cross. During that
time I was witnessing the
worst kind of abuse - often
resulting in death. I could
hardly assimilate what I was
confronted with daily and
when I talked about elderly
people being raped repeatedly by employees or corpses
of diseased left for two days
in publicly accessible rooms
with temperatures of about
25 degrees…then people
would hardly believe me.
I felt that I had to bring these
problems to light but every
way of communication within the company was
blocked.
Being concerned about the
welfare of my patients and
their often scared relatives I
suddenly came under fire. A
critic of the nursing procedures whom I met explained
to me that the nursing home
receives more subsidies for
patients in higher care categories because the more affected elderly people need
more support. Rehabilitation
in the meaning of restoring
to health was bad for the
business and therefore not
wanted.
I realized: The better I do

my job, the more I will get the greed for money and
into trouble.
referred to the codex of the
A short time later, I was fired Red-Cross-Order.
and threatened in spite of One week later I received a
highly content patients.
letter from my “fans” J to
After several government let me know that all the colinspections, I managed to leagues who were responsimake my counter-voice pu- ble for the wickedness or
blic. After that, many warri- tried to damage me had been
ors of justice got in touch fired or sentenced and that
with me and thanked me for the retirement home itself
my „sacrifice”J. But be- faced ruin. But God did betcause the Red Cross tried to ter than that: I was offered a
keep up their good reputati- job in a leading position with
on by playing down the situa- a higher than average salary
tion and slandering me, no in a wonderful therapy ceninstitution wanted to hire me tre which treats my favoured
any more…
subject and isn´t far from
Discouraged and insecure, I home. On top of that, I was
started to question myself invited to the Bavarian parbut that just drove me further liament to meet with leading
into a holy fury. I „girded” politicians.
myself with truth and spoke
into the emptiness around The best thing is that the peome: „Not the righteous but ple who could not believe in
the unrighteous shall fall and justice anymore have not
the honour of the just will be been disappointed by the prorevived by you, God!”
mise I gave them in the beThrough a new contact, I ginning: “You will see: If all
then obtained an email your effort has been in vain
address of a senior manager so far, this will change now
of the German Red Cross. I because justice is not being
sent them a letter and stated infringed any longer – now
my experience. Because I the new world reigns!!!”
knew that this person would
not want to risk her job for
Witness-testimony from A.C.
helping me either, I challenged her to follow my example of humanity against all

„Success is mostly offered to those acting boldly,
not to those weighing everything not wanting to risk anything.“
Herodotus (485 – 424 v. Chr.)
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Bolivia won the water war
contract contained the expropriation of wells that had been
publicly constructed and used.
People suddenly had to spend
up to one quarter of their income just for water. The contract also prohibited the use of
water from other sources such
as rain (!). The government
even deployed police forces to
enforce the contract despite

elp. Cochabamba is the
third largest city in Bolivia. The World Bank (!) made
the privatization of its water
supply a requirement for
further loans to the government. In 1999, a 40 year contract was signed behind closed
doors with a foreign company.
Later it turned out to be the US
corporation Bechtel (!). This

nationwide protests. Even
though hundreds were injured
and some even killed, the people fought until they had defeated the police and the army.
Ultimately the US corporation
Bechtel left the country as well.
Oscar Olivera is a leader of
the Coalition in Defense of
Water in Bolivia. He said
about the situation: “The wa-

Abortion supporter becomes abortion opponent!
standing in him that the unborn fetus is a human being.
In 1979 he became a pioneer
of the true-to-life movement
and unmasked the lies of the
abortion lobby which they had
used - under his leadership - to
enforce legal abortions. In the
1980s he produced his worldfamous film “The Silent
Scream”. The film shows a
twelve week old child in the
womb of its mother trying in
vain to defend itself against
the awful tool that starts to

mo. The New Yorker Bernard Nathanson , a Jewish
doctor, was one of the pioneers for the approval of abortion and in 1968 a founding
member of the “National Abortion Right Action League”.
He ran the biggest abortion
clinic in the United States and
according to his own information, he was responsible for
the death of 75,000 children.
In the 1970s the new medical
ultrasonic and CTG-technology helped to develop an under-

tear it apart. Bernard Nathanson came to the conviction
that the life of a human being
starts at the moment of procreation and that each abortion of
an innocent and extremely defenseless creature is murder. If
only his change of heart has a
strong role model effect on
others!
Source:
http://liebteinander.org/nr/abtreibung/
die_bekehrung_von_bernard.html

A quite unconventional way to deal with banks
dec. During the World
Economic Forum in Davos,
the Icelandic President Ólafur
Ragnar Grímsson gave some
very informative interviews
regarding the positive developments in his country since
2008 when the Icelanders refused to save bankrupt banks
with their tax money. In response to a remark that the
situation in Iceland was completely different than in other
countries, Grímsson said:
“Although the situation is different in Iceland, I think that
generally
all
countries,
whether large or small, face

similar challenges and can apply similar solutions. In our
case, we decided to let the
banks fail. They are private
banks, and as I said, I never
understood why banks should
be the holy churches of the
modern economy. While it is
normal to let other private
companies go bankrupt, when
a bank is in trouble, suddenly
everybody comes running and
screaming: “No, no, no, we
can’t let this happen…” We
went against the orthodox
views of the financial world in
the USA and Europe and now,
four years later, Iceland is re-

covering in a remarkable way.
Among other measures, this
unconventional approach of
handling banks that the Icelandic people have shown proves to be the key to overcoming the financial crisis.
Why don’t the other indebted
states follow their example?

Sources:
www.youtube.com/watch?Feature=
player_embedded&v=DDexDNn6vSM
www.youtube.com/
watch?v=51-Jfh6ADH0
www.solidaritaet.com/neuesol/
2013/7/island.htm

ter wars have shown that it is
possible for people to defend
themselves against the privatization strategies of the World
Bank and corporations. They
have shown that it is possible
to organize ourselves, to unite,
to overcome fears - and to win.“
Source:
www.youtube.com/
watch?v=B2v6Ad-Vuug

Local politician
is enthusiastic
stm. A very fine lady and
competent local politician
was enchanted by the V&C
and its design. Her statement:
„It’s a superb performance
and I like the fact that the
articles of the V&C are written comprehensibly, in an
easy language, so that everyone can understand what they
are about even though some
of them are covering difficult
subjects. Besides, I am always very curious about the
next edition and read the
quotes in the V&C with joy.
They simply do good and fit
perfectly."
Source:
Witness of a special guest

Closing Point ●
About the worldwide media
drivel from Feb 26th 2013

„Italy is bringing back
the euro-crisis!”
Is Italy really bringing
back the euro-crisis?
Here again you see
how much they are trying to turn us into fools.
Was the euro-crisis over
already?Or did I just
miss something?
Ivo Sasek

The sources were taken from the German edition and may contain German references.
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